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Article Info  Abstract 
In this paper, the concept of a neutrosophic KU-algebra is introduced and some related 

properties are investigated. Also, neutrosophic KU-ideals of a neutrosophic KU-algebra are 

studied and a few properties are obtained. Furthermore, a few results of neutrosophic KU-ideals 

of a neutrosophic KU-algebra under homomorphism are discussed 
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1. Introduction 

    Prabpayak and Leerawat [8, 9] introduced a new algebraic structure which is called KU-algebras. They 

studied ideals and congruences in KU-algebras. Also, they introduced the concept of homomorphism of 

KU-algebra and investigated some related properties. Moreover, they derived some straightforward 

consequences of the relations between quotient KU-algebras and isomorphism. 

 

     Neutrosophy is a new branch of philosophy that studies the origin, nature and scope of neutralities, as 

well as their interactions with different ideational spectra.  Neutrosophic set and neutrosophic logic were 

introduced in1998 by Smarandache as generalizations of fuzzy set and respectively intuitionistic fuzzy 

logic.  In neutrosophic logic, each proposition has a degree of truth (T), a degree of indeterminancy (I)  

and a degree of falsity (F),where  T,I, F  are standard  or non-standard  subsets  of ] −0,  1+ [, see  [10, 11, 

12].  Neutrosophic logic has wide applications in science, engineering, Information Technology, law, 

politics, economics, finance, econometrics, operations research,  optimization theory,  game theory and 

simulation etc.  

 

     The notion of neutrosophic algebraic structures was introduced by Kandasamy and Smarandache in 

2006, see [5, 6].  Since then, several researchers have studied the concepts and a great deal of literature 

has been produced.  For example, Agboola et al. in [1, 2] continued the study of some types of 

neutrosophic algebraic structures.  Agboola and Davvaz introduced the concept of neutrosophic 

BCI/BCK-algebras in [3, 4]. In this paper, we introduce a neutrosophic KU-ideal of a neutrosophic KU-

algebra and investigated some related properties. Also, we study a neutrosophic homomorphism of a 

neutrosophic KU-algebra and some results are obtained. 

 

2. Preliminaries 
      Now, we will recall some known concepts related to KU-algebra from the literature which will be 

helpful in further study of this article. 

 

Definition 2.1 [8, 9]. Let X be a set with a binary operation   and a constant 0. Then )0,,( X is called  
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 KU-algebra if the following axioms hold: for all Xzyx ,, ,                  

       0)]()[()()( 1  zxzyyxKU , 

       00)( 2 xKU , 

       xxKU 0)( 3 , 

        yximpliesxyyxifKU  0)( 4 . 

  Define a binary relation  by : 0 xyyx , we can prove that ),( X  is poset. By the binary   

  relation , we can write the previous axioms in another form as follows:     

          

.)(

,0)(

,0)(

,)()()(

4

3

2

1

yxxyandyxifKU

xyyxKU

xKU

yxzxzyKU













 

 

Example 2.2 [7]. Let X = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} be a set with a binary operation   defined by the following table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the algorithms in Appendix, we can prove that (X, *, 0) is a KU-algebra. 

 

Corollary 2.3 [7]. In a KU-algebra the following identities 

for all, Xzyx ,, , are true, 

0 zz ,         (i) 

(ii) 0)(  zxz ,           

zxzythatimpliesyx  ,         (iii) If 

)()( xzyxyz  ,        (v) 

        (vi) 0])[(  xxyy . 

 

 

Definition 2.4 [9]. A subset S of a KU-algebra X  is called a sub algebra of X  if Syx  , whenever  

Syx , . 

 

Definition 2.5 [9]. A non empty subset A  of a KU-algebra X  is called an ideal of X  if it is satisfied the   

following conditions. 

     (i) A0 , 

     (ii) XzyAzimpliesAyAzy  ,,, . 

 

Definition2.6 [13] . Let A  be a non empty subset of a KU-algebra X . Then, A  is said to be a KU-ideal  

 of X if the following conditions hold: 

     )( 1I  A0 , 

     )( 2I Xzyx  ,, , Azyx  )(  and Ay  imply Azx  . 

 

  0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 1 2 3 4 

1 0 0 2 3 4 

2 0 1 0 3 3 

3 0 0 2 0 2 

4 0 0 0 0 0 
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Example 2.7[13]. Let },,,,,0{ edcbaX  be a set with the operation   defined by the following table. 

  

 

 

Then )0,,( X is a KU-algebra and it is easy to show that },0{ a , },,,,0{ dcba  are KU-ideals of X . 

 

Definition 2.8. Let )0,,( X be a KU-algebra, then for every Xyx ,  we denote yyxyx  )( . 

 

3. Neutrosophic KU-algebra 

   Let X  be a nonempty set and let I be an indeterminate. The set  XyxyIxIXIX  ,:),(,)(  is 

called a neutrosophic set generated by X  and I . If  + and  •   are ordinary addition and multiplication, 

then I has the following properties:  

       (1) I   +  I   +  … +  I  =  n I , 

       (2) I  + (−I) =  0, 

       (3) I • I  •   … •  I   =  
nI  =  I  for all positive integer  n, 

       (4)  0 • I   =  0, 

       (5) − I  is undefined and therefore does not exist. 

     

 

  If )()()(: IXIXIX  is a binary operation defined on )(IX , then the couple ( )(IX , ∗) is called 

a neutrosophic algebraic structure and it is named according the axioms satisfied by ∗. Let  ( )(IX , ∗) and 

( )(IY ,  ) be two neutrosophic algebraic  structures, then a mapping  )),(()),((:  IYIXQ   is  

called  a neutrosophic  homomorphism  if  the  following  conditions  hold . 

      
 

).(),(,),()()2(

),,(),(),(),()1(

IXzIyxIwIIQ

zIyQxIwQzIyxIwQ




 

 

Definition3.1. Let )0,,( X  be any KU-algebra and IXIX ,)(   be a set generated by X and I .  

The triple ))0,0(,),(( IX  is called a neutrosophic KU-algebra, if  ),(),( dIcandbIa   are  any two 

elements of )(IX  with Xdcba ,,, , we define the following 

)1().........)(,(),(),( IdbcbdacadIcbIa   

An element Xx  is represented by )()0,( IXx   and )0,0(  represents the constant element in )(IX . 

For all Xyx )0,(,)0,( ,  we define 

)2..().........()0,()0,()0,( xyyxyx   

where x is the negation of x  in X . 

 

Theorem3.2. Every neutrosophic KU-algebra ))0,0(,),(( IX  with condition    

* 0 a b c d e  

0 0 a b c d e  

a 0 0 b b d e  

b 0 0 0 a d e  

c 0 0 0 0 d e  

d 0 0 0 a 0 e  

e 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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))(,(),()0,0(( IbaabIaI    is a KU-algebra. 

Proof . Suppose that ))0,0(,),(( IX  is neutrosophic KU-algebra. Let 

),(,),(,),( gIfzdIcybIax   be an arbitrary elements of )(IX  . Then we have 

)]()[()()( 1 zxzyyxKU 

 

)],,(),[(),(

))}(),((

))(,{([()])(,[(

)),(),(()),(),(()],(),[(

vIuqIpsIr

gbfbgafa

IgdfdgcfcIdbcbdaca

gIfbIagIfdIcdIcbIa









 

))(,())(,(),( IbdbcadacIdbcbdacasIr  , 

IdgdfcgcfIgdfdgcfcqIp )(,())(,(),(  , 

))(),())(),((),( bgbfagafgbfbgafavIu  , 

Hence, 

).,())(,(

))(,(),(),(

),,())(,(

)(,(),(),(

hIIsksmrkrm

IksmskrmrkImsIr

kImIqvqupvpu

IvquqvpupvIuqIp









 

Now, we obtain 

 

0)()()()(

)(

)(h

have  weAlso,

0))((













    

  

sruq

pv

bdbcadacafdgdfcg

cfbgbfagsruqpv

skspurksksmrk

acafrpurm

 

This shows that )0,0(),( IhI  and consequently 0)]()[()(  zxzyyx . 

      (2) We have 

       )0,0())00(,0())00(,0()0,0(),(0 IIIbaaIbIax  . 

      (3) We have 

),())(,())00(,0(),()0,0((0 bIaIabaIababIaIx  . 

      (4) If x*y=0=y*x, then we have 

        ).0,0())(,(),(),(

,)0,0())(,(),(),(

IIbdadbcacbIadIc

IIdbcbdacadIcbIa





 

These imply that 

         

).0,0())(,(

)0,0())(,(

)0,0())(,(

Idbdacbca

andIbdbcadac

IIdbcbdaca







 

Therefore,  

          
0)(,0

0)(,0





dbdacbca

andbdbcadac
 

From which we obtain dbca  , . Hence, ),(),( dIcbIa   that is x=y. 
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      From (1) – (4), we have ))0,0(,),(( IX is a KU-algebra. 

 

Lemma3.3. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic KU-algebra. Then 

babIabIaI  ),(),()0,0( . 

Proof. Suppose that ),(),()0,0( bIabIaI  . Then ),())00(,0(),()0,0( bIaIbaabIaI   

which implies ),())(,( bIaIbaa  from which we obtain a = b. The converse is obvious. 

 

Lemma3.4. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic KU-algebra. Then for all ),( bIa , ),( dIc , 

)(),( IXfIe  : 

      (1) If )0,0()],(),[()],(),[()0,0(),(),(  dIcfIebIafIethatimpliesdIcbIa  and     

)0,0()],(),[()],(),[(  fIebIafIedIc . 

      (2) )],(),[(),()],(),[(),( fIebIadIcfIedIcbIa  . 

      (3) )0,0()]},(),[()],(),{[()],(),[(  dIcfIebIafIedIcbIa . 

Proof .  (1) Suppose that )0,0(),(),(  dIcbIa . Then )0,0())(,(  dbcbdaca from 

which we have that 0)(,0  bdbcadac . Now,        

),())(,(),(),( yIxIfaebeabIafIe    

 and  

),())(,(),(),( qIpIfcedecdIcfIe  . 

      Hence, ),())(,(),(),( vIuIypxqxpqIpyIx  , where 

0)(  aeceaecxecxpu  and 

0)()(

)()()()(





faebafced

faebeceafcedypxqv
 

    This show that )0,0(),( vIu and so )0,0()],(),[()],(),[(  dIcfIebIafIe .  

           A similar computation show that )0,0()],(),[()],(),[(  fIebIafIedIc . 

(2) LHS       ),(),()],(),[(),( mInbIafIedIcbIa  , where cen  , decfm  , 

                      

).......(..........].........)(,[

])(,[

))(,(

),(),(

)],(),[(),()(

iIbadecface

Ibceadecface

Ibnaman

mInbIa

fIedIcbIazyx











 

RHS 

       ),(),()],(),[(),( vIudIcfIebIadIc  , where aeu  , beafv  . Hence 

        

)..(..........).........),(

)),(

))(,(),(),(

iiIdcbeafcae

Idaecbeafcae

IducvcuvIudIc







 

From ( i ) and ( ii ), we get  )],(),[(),()],(),[(),( fIebIadIcfIedIcbIa  . 

      (3) Put  

  )},(),{(),()]},(),[()],(),{[()],(),[( qIpyIxvIudIcfIebIafIedIcbIa  , where  

 

).)(,(),(),(),(

),)(,(),(),(),(

),)(,(),(),(),(

IfcedecdIcfIeqIp

IfaebeabIafIeyIx

IbcadacdIcbIavIu







 

Thus, we have that 
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).,(

))(,(),(),(

hIg

IypxqxpqIpyIx




 

Now, 

                            
),,(

))(,(),(),(

kIm

IvguhughIgvIu




 

where,  

         

,0)00(

)()(

)()()(

)(











aaeccaec

aceaec

acxp

ugm

 

          

.0)()]()[(

)()]()()()[(

)()(

)()()()(











bcadafcedbfced

bcadfaebeceafced

bcadypxq

bcadxpacypxq

vguhk

 

It follows that )0,0(),( kIm . Hence the proof is complete. 

 

Definition 3.5. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic KU-algebra. A non-empty subset )(IA   is called  

 neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX if the following conditions hold: 

       (i) ),()0,0( IA  

       (ii) )(),(),( IAdIcbIa   for all ),(),(,),( IAdIcbIa   

       (iii) )(IA  contains a proper subset which is a KU-algebra. 

      If )(IA does not contain a proper subset which is a KU-algebra, then )(IA is called a pseudo 

neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX . 

 

Theorem 3.6. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic KU-algebra and )(),( IA aIa  be a subset of )(IX    

defined by )0,0(),(),(:)(),{()(),(  yIxaIaIXyIxIA aIa  , for 0a . Then, 

   (1) )(),( IA aIa  is a neutrosophic subalgebra of , )(IX , 

   (2) ).()( )0,0(),( IAIA IaIa   

Proof. (1) Obviously, (0, 0) ∈ )(),( IA aIa  and )(),( IA aIa  contain a proper subset which is a KU-algebra. 

Let )(),(),,( ),( IAqIpyIx aIa . Then )0,0(),(),(  yIxaIa and )0,0(),(),(  qIpaIa , it follows 

that 0,0  yaxaxa , 0,0  qapapa . Since 0a , we have aqpyx  . 

Now,  we have 

).0,0(])00(,0[]}0{,0[

])}()]({[),([

])(,[(),()],(),[(),(







IIaaaa

Ipxaqypyqxapxa

IqypyqxpxaIaqIpyIxaIa

 

This shows that )(),(),( ),( IAqIpyIx aIa and the required result follows. 

      (2)  It is clear . 

 

Theorem 3.7. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic  KU-algebra and )(IX  be a subset  of )(IX   
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defined by  XxxIxIX  );,()( . Then )(IX
is a neutrosophic subalgebra  of )(IX . 

Proof. Obviously )()0,0( IX .  Let )(),(,),( IXbIbaIa  . Then, we have  

)())(,())(,(),(),( IXIababIbababIbaIa  . 

The proof is complete. 

 

Remark 3.8. Since ))0,0(,),((  IX is a neutrosophic subalgebra, then )(IX   is a neutrosophic 

commutative KU-algebra in its own right. 

 

Example 3.9. Let   ),(),,(),,(),0,0()( cIcbIbaIaIIX   be a set with the operation    defined by the  

following table 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then )(IX
is a neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX . 

 

Definition 3.10.   Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  be a neutrosophic KU-algebra. A non-empty subset )(IA is called  

 a neutrosophic ideal of )(IX if the following conditions hold: 

    (i) )()0,0( IA , 

    (ii) If )(),(),( IAdIcbIa  and )(),( IAbIa  implies )(),( IAdIc  , for all  

)(),(,),( IAdIcbIa  . 

 

Definition3.11. A non-empty subset )(IAT   is called a neutrosophic KU-ideal of )(IXT if the following  

conditions hold: 

     )( 1I ),()0,0( IAT  

     )( 2I If )(),()()],(),[(),( IAyIyandIAzIzyIyxIx TT   implies                                  

TAzIzxIx   ),(),( , for all )(),(),,(,),( IAxIxyIyxIx T .                                                       

 

Theorem 3.12. Every neutrosophic KU-ideal of  )(IXT  is a neutrosophic ideal of  )(IXT  

Proof. Putting )0,0(),( IxIx   in )( 2I , the result follows. 

 

Definition 3.13. Let ))0,0(,),(( IX  and ))0,0(,),(( IX  be two neutrosophic KU-algebras.  

A mapping )()(: IXIXf   is called a neutrosophic homomorphism if the following conditions hold:  

     (1) )(),(),,(),,(),()],(),[( IXmIzyIxmIzfyIxfmIzyIxf  . 

     (2) )0,0()0,0( IIf  . 

     Also,  

     (3) If f is injective, then f is called a neutrosophic monomorphism. 

     (4) If f is surjective, then f is called a neutrosophic epimorphism. 

     (5) If f is a bijection, then f is called a neutrosophic isomorphism.  

      A bijective neutrosophic homomorphism from )(IX  onto )(IX  is called a neutrosophic    

 automorphism. 

* (0,0I) (a,aI) (b,bI) (c,cI) 

(0,0I) (0,0I) (a,aI) (b,bI) (c,cI) 

(a,aI) (0,0I) (0,0I) (a,aI) (c,bI) 

(b,bI) (0,0I) (0,0I) (0,0I) (c,aI) 

(c,cI) (0,0I) (a,aI) (b,bI) (0,0I) 
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Theorem 3.14. Let )()(: IXIXf  be a neutrosophic homomorphism of neutrosophic KU-algebras. 

Then,  

      (i)  If )0,0( I  is the identity in )(IX , then )0,0( If  is the identity in )(IX  . 

      (ii)  If S  is a neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX , then )(Sf  is a neutrosophic subalgrbra of )(IX  . 

      (iii) If S  is a neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX  , then )(1 Sf 
 is a neutrosophic subalgebra of )(IX . 

Proof. It is straightforward. 

 

Definition 3.15. Let )()(: IXIXf  be a neutrosophic homomorphism of neutrosophic KU-algebras. 

Then the kernel of f  denoted by fker , is defined to be the set  

                                            )}0,0(),(:)(),{(ker IyIxfIXyIxf  . 

Theorem 3.16. Let )()(: IXIXf  be a neutrosophic homomorphism of neutrosophic KU-algebras.   

 Then, f   is a neutrosophic monomorphism if and only if )}0,0{(ker f  

Proof. It is straightforward. 

 

Theorem 3.17. Let )()(: IXIXf  be a neutrosophic homomorphism from a neutrosophic KU-

algebra )(IX into a neutrosophic KU-algebra )(IX  . Then the kernel f  is a neutrosophic KU-ideal of 

)(IX . 

Proof . Since )0,0()0,0( IIf  , then fI ker)0,0(  . Let                                  

fdIcandfqIpdIcbIa ker),(ker)],(),[(),(  ,  then 

)0,0(),()0,0()]},(),[(),{( IdIcfandIqIpdIcbIaf  , since     

                      

.)],(),[(

)],(),([

)],(),([)0,0(

)],(),([),(

)],(),([),(

)],(),[(),()]},(),[(),{()0,0(

qIpbIaf

qIpfbIaf

qIpfbIafI

qIpfbIafdIcf

qIpfdIcfbIaf

qIpdIcfbIafqIpdIcbIafI













 

      We get fqIpbIa ker)],(),[(  , so fker  is neutrosophic KU-ideal of )(IX . 

 

4. Appendix-Algorithms 

This appendix contains all necessary algorithms 

 

Algorithm for KU-algebras  

Input ( :X set, : binary operation) 

Output (“ X is a KU-algebra or not”) 

Begin 

If X  then go to (1.); 

End If 

If X0  then go to (1.); 

End If 
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Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If 0 ii xx  then 

Stop: = true; 

End If 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

If 0))((  iij xxy  then  

Stop: = true; 

End If 

End If 

1:k  

While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If 0))()(()(  kikjji zxzyyx  then  

Stop: = true; 

     End If 

   End If While 

 End If While 

End If While 

If Stop then  

(1.) Output (“ X is not a KU-algebra”) 

Else  

  Output (“ X is a KU-algebra”) 

     End If 

End 

Conflict of Interests:The authors declare that there is no conflict of interests regarding the publication of 

this paper. 
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